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1. Introduction
In this paper, we compute the Hochschild homology spaces and Hochschild
cohomology ring of preprojective algebras A of quivers of type T over a field
of characteristic zero, together with the grading induced by the natural
grading (all arrows have degree 1).
This was done for type A (over a field of any characteristic) in [ES2] and
for type D/E in [EE2]/[Eu].
For our computation, we construct a projective resolution of A which
turns out to be periodic with period 6.
To compute the cup product, we use the same method as in [ES2] and [Eu]:
via the isomorphism HH i(A) ≡ Hom(ΩiA,A) (where for an A-bimodule M
we write ΩM for the kernel of its projective cover) we identify elements in
HH i(A) with equivalence classes of maps Ωi(A) → A. For [f ] ∈ HH i(A)
and [g] ∈ HHj(A), the product is [f ][g] := [f ◦ Ωig] in HH i+j(A). We
compute all products HH i(A) ×HHj(A) → HH i+j(A) for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 5.
The remaining ones follow from the perodicity of the Schofield resolution
and the graded commutativity of the multiplication.
As in the ADE-case, the preprojective algebra of a quiver of type T is
Frobenius. But unlike the ADE-case where the Nakayama automorphism
has order 2, in the T-case the Nakayama automorphism is the identity map.
Although in the T-case Ω3(A) is also the bimodule A, where the right action
is twisted by an automorphism of order 2, this is now not the Nakayama
automorphism. The consequence is that the projective resolution we get is
similar to the Schofield resolution which we used for the ADE quivers, but
it involves different A-bimodules.
In Section 6, we recall some properties of A.
We compute the Hochschild homology/cohomology spaces in Section 7:
we use the Connes exact sequence and duality theorems from the Calabi-Yau
Frobenius property of A.
In Section 8, we construct a basis of the Hochschild cohomology space.
Then we compute the cup product in Section 9 in terms of this basis.
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In Section 10, we use the cup product structure to compute the calculus
(HH•(A), HH•(A)).
In the Appendix, we include a correction to [ES2] where the cup prod-
uct for the Hochschild cohomology of preprojective algebras of type A was
computed.
Acknowledgements. C. Eu wants to thank his advisor P. Etingof and
T. Schedler for useful discussions. This work is partially supported by the
NSF grant DMS-0504847.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Quivers and path algebras. Let Q be a quiver of type T with vertex
set I and |I| = n. We write x ∈ Q to say that x is an arrow in Q. We call
the loop b. Let Q′ = Q \ {b}.
We define (Q′)∗ to be the quiver obtained from Q′ by reversing all of its
arrows. We call Q¯′ = Q′ ∪ (Q′)∗ the double of Q′. Let C be the adjacency
matrix corresponding to the quiver Q¯ = Q¯′ ∪ {b}.
The concatenation of arrows generate the nontrivial paths inside the
quiver Q¯. We define ei, i ∈ I to be the trivial path which starts and ends
at i. The path algebra PQ¯ = CQ¯ of Q¯ over C is the C-algebra with basis
the paths in Q¯ and the product xy of two paths x and y to be their con-
catenation if they are compatible and 0 if not. We define the Lie bracket
[x, y] = xy − yx.
Let R =
⊕
i∈I Cei. Then R is a commutative semisimple algebra, and PQ¯
is naturally an R-bimodule.
2.2. Frobenius algebras. Let A be a finite dimensional unital C−algebra.
We call it Frobenius if there is a linear function f : A → C, such that
the form (x, y) := f(xy) is nondegenerate, or, equivalently, if there exists
an isomorphism φ : A '→ A∗ of left A−modules: given f , we can define
φ(a)(b) = f(ba), and given φ, we define f = φ(1).
If f˜ is another linear function satisfying the same properties as f from
above, then f˜(x) = f(xa) for some invertible a ∈ A. Indeed, we define the
form {a, b} = f˜(ab). Then {−, 1} ∈ A∗, so there is an a ∈ A, such that
φ(a) = {−, 1}. Then f˜(x) = {x, 1} = φ(a)(x) = f(xa).
2.3. The Nakayama automorphism. Given a Frobenius algebra A (with
a function f inducing a bilinear form (−,−) from above), the automorphism
η : A→ A defined by the equation (x, y) = (y, η(x)) is called the Nakayama
automorphism (corresponding to f).
We note that the freedom in choosing f implies that η is uniquely deter-
mined up to an inner automorphism. Indeed, let f˜(x) = f(xa) and define
the bilinear form {x, y} = f˜(xy). Then
{x, y} = f˜(xy) = f(xya) = (x, ya) = (ya, η(x)) = f(yaη(x)a−1a)
= (y, aη(x)a−1).
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2.4. The preprojective algebra. Given a T-quiver Q, we define the pre-
projective algebra ΠQ to be the quotient of the path algebra PQ¯ by the
relation
∑
a∈Q′
[a, a∗] = b2. It is known that ΠQ is a Frobenius algebra (see
[MOV]).
From now on, we write A = ΠQ.
2.5. Graded spaces and Hilbert series. Let W =
⊕
d≥0W (d) be a Z+-
graded vector space, with finite dimensional homogeneous subspaces. We
denote by M [d] the same space with grading shifted by d. The graded dual
space M∗ is defined by the formula M∗(d) = M(−d)∗.
Definition 2.5.1. (The Hilbert series of vector spaces)
We define the Hilbert series hW (t) to be the series
hW (t) =
∞∑
d=0
dimW (d)td.
Definition 2.5.2. (The Hilbert series of bimodules)
Let W =
⊕
d≥0W (d) be a Z+-graded bimodule over the ring R, so we can
write W =
⊕
i,j∈IWi,j. We define the Hilbert series HW (t) to be a matrix
valued series with the entries
HW (t)i,j =
∞∑
d=0
dim W (d)i,jtd.
3. The calculus structure of the preprojective algebra
We recall the definition of the calculus.
3.1. Definition of calculus.
Definition 3.1.1. (Gerstenhaber algebra) A graded vector space V• is a
Gerstenhaber algebra if it is equipped with a graded commutative and as-
sociative product ∧ of degree 0 and a graded Lie bracket [, ] of degree −1.
These operations have to be compatible in the sense of the following Leibniz
rule
(3.1.2) [γ, γ1 ∧ γ2] = [γ, γ1] ∧ γ2 + (−1)k1(k+1)γ1 ∧ [γ, γ2],
where γ ∈ Vk and γ1 ∈ Vk1.
We recall from [CST] that
Definition 3.1.3. (Precalculus) A precalculus is a pair of a Gerstenhaber
algebra (V•,∧, [, ]) and a graded vector space W• together with
• a module structure ι• : V•⊗W−• →W−• of the graded commutative
algebra V• on W−•.
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• an action L• : V•+1 ⊗W−• → W−• of the graded Lie algebra V•+1
on W−• which are compatible in the sense of the following equations
(3.1.4) ιaLb − (−1)|a|(|b|+1)Lbιa = ι[a,b],
and
(3.1.5) La∧b = Laιb + (−1)|a|ιaLb.
Definition 3.1.6. (Calculus) A calculus is a precalculus (V•,W•, [, ],∧, ι•,L•)
with a degree 1 differential d on W• such that the Cartan identity,
(3.1.7) La = dιa − (−1)|a|ιad,
holds.
Let A be an associative algebra. The contraction of the Hochschild
cochain P ∈ Ck(A,A) with the Hochschild chain (a0, a1, . . . , an) is defined
by
(3.1.8) IP (a0, a1, . . . , an) =
{
(a0P (a1, . . . , ak), ak+1, . . . , an) n ≥ k,
0 else.
We have
Proposition 3.1.9. (Yu. Daletski, I. Gelfand and B. Tsygan [DGT])
The contraction IP together with the Connes differential, the Gerstenhaber
bracket, the cup product and the action of cochains on chains ([D, (3.5), page
46]) induce on the pair (HH•(A,A), HH•(A,A)) a structure of calculus.
4. Results about Hochschild and cyclic (co)homology of A
Definition 4.0.10. We define the spaces
U =
⊕
d<h−2
HH0(A)(d)[2] and
K = HH2(A)[2].
Theorem 4.0.11. The spaces U and K have the following properties:
(a): U has Hilbert series
(4.0.12) hU (t) =
n−1∑
i=0
t2i.
(b): K is n-dimensional and sits in degree zero.
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Theorem 4.0.13 (Hochschild cohomology). The Hochschild cohomology
spaces are given by
HH0(A) = U [−2]⊕R∗[h− 2],
HH1(A) = U [−2],
HH2(A) = K[−2],
HH3(A) = K∗[−2],
HH4(A) = U∗[−2],
HH5(A) = U∗[−2],
HH6(A) = U [−2h− 2],
HH6k+i(A) = HH i(A)[−2kh] ∀i ≥ 1.
Theorem 4.0.14 (Hochschild homology). The Hochschild homology spaces
are given by
HH0(A) = U∗[h]⊕R,
HH1(A) = U∗[h],
HH2(A) = K∗[h],
HH3(A) = K[h],
HH4(A) = U [h],
HH5(A) = U [h],
HH6(A) = U∗[3h],
HH6k+i(A) = HHi(A)[2kh] ∀i ≥ 1.
Theorem 4.0.15 (Cyclic homology). The cyclic homology spaces are given
by
HC0(A) = U∗[h]⊕R,
HC1(A) = 0,
HC2(A) = K∗[h],
HC3(A) = 0,
HC4(A) = U [h],
HC5(A) = 0,
HC6(A) = U∗[3h],
HC6k+i(A) = HHi(A)[2kh] ∀i ≥ 1.
Let (U [−2])+ be the positive degree part of U [−2] (which lies in non-
negative degrees).
We have a decomposition HH0(A) = C ⊕ (U [−2])+ ⊕ L[−h − 2] where
we have the natural identification (U [−2])(0) = C. This identification also
gives us a decomposition HH∗(A) = C⊕HH∗(A)+.
We also decompose U = U top ⊕ U−, where U top is the top degree part of U
and a one-dimesional space.
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We give a brief description of the product structure in HH∗(A) which
will be computed in this paper. Since the product HH i(A) × HHj(A) →
HH i+j(A) is graded-commutative, we can assume i ≤ j here.
Let z0 = 1 ∈ C ⊂ U [−2] ⊂ HH0(A) (in lowest degree 0),
θ0 the corresponding element in HH1(A) (in lowest degree 0),
ψ0 the dual element of z0 in U∗[−2] ⊂ HH5(A) (in highest degree −4), i.e.
ψ0(z0) = 1,
ζ0 the corresponding element in U∗[−2] ⊂ HH4(A) (in highest degree −4),
that is the dual element of θ0, ζ0(θ0) = 1,
ϕ0 : HH0(A)→ HH6(A) the natural quotient map (which induces the nat-
ural isomorphism U [−2]→ U [−2h− 2]).
Theorem 4.0.16 (Cup product). (1) The multiplication by ϕ0(z0) in-
duces the natural isomorphisms
ϕi : HH i(A)→ HH i+6(A) ∀i ≥ 1 and the natural quotient map ϕ0.
Therefore, it is enough to compute products HH i(A) ×HHj(A) →
HH i+j(A) with 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 5.
(2) The HH0(A)-action on HH i(A).
(a) ((U [−2])+-action).
The action of (U [−2])+ on U [−2] ⊂ HH1(A) corresponds to
the multiplication
(U [−2])+ × U [−2] → U [−2],
(u, v) 7→ u · v
in HH0(A), projected on U [−2] ⊂ HH0(A).
(U [−2])+ acts on U∗[−2] = HH4(A) and U∗[−2] ⊂ HH5(A)
the following way:
(U [−2])+ × U∗[−2] → U∗[−2],
(u, f) 7→ u ◦ f,
where (u ◦ f)(v) = f(uv).
(U [−2])+ acts by zero on R∗[h − 2] ⊂ HH0(A), HH2(A) and
HH3(A).
(b) (R∗[h− 2]-action).
R∗[h− 2] acts by zero on HH∗(A)+.
(3) (Zero products).
For all odd i, j, the cup product HH i(A) ∪HHj(A) is zero.
(4) (HH1(A)-products).
(a) The multiplication
HH1(A)×HH4(A) = U [−2]× U∗[−2]→ HH5(A)
is the same one as the restriction of
HH0(A)×HH5(A)→ HH5(A)
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on U [−2]× U∗[−2].
(b) The multiplication of the subspace U [−2]+ ⊂ HH1(A) with
HH2(A) is zero.
(c) The multiplication by θ0 induces a symmetric isomorphism
α : HH2(A) = K[−2]→ K∗[−2] = HH3(A),
given by the matrix (2n+1)(2−C ′)−1, where C ′ is obtained from
the adjacency matrix by changing the sign on the diagonal.
(5) (HH2(A)-products).
HH2(A)×HH2(A) → HH4(A),
(a, b) 7→ 〈−,−〉ζ0
is given by 〈−,−〉 = α where α is regarded as a symmetric bilinear
form.
HH2(A)×HH3(A)→ HH5(A) is the multiplication
K[−2]×K∗[−2] → HH5(A),
(a, y) 7→ y(a)ψ0.
(6) (Products involving U∗[−2]).
(a) (((U−)∗[−2]-action).
(U−)∗[−2] ⊂ HH i(A), i = 4, 5 acts by zero on HHj(A), j =
2, 3, 4, 5.
(b) We can choose a ζ ′ ∈ (U top)∗[−2] ∈ HH4(A), such that for
the corresponding elements z′ ∈ U top[−2] ⊂ HH0(A), θ′ ∈
U top[−2] ⊂ HH1(A) and ψ′ ∈ (U top)∗[−2] ⊂ HH5(A) we get
the formulas below.
(i) HH4(A)×HH2(A)→ HH6(A). The multiplication with
ζ ′ gives us a map
K[−2] = CI → U top[−2h− 2],
v = (vi)i∈I 7→ vsϕ0(z′).
(ii) HH5(A)×HH2(A)→ HH7(A). This pairing
U∗[−2]×K[−2]→ U [−2h− 2]
is the same as the corresponding pairing
HH4(A)×HH2(A)→ HH6(A).
(iii) HH4(A)×HH3(A)→ HH7(A). The multiplication with
ζ ′ gives us a map
K∗[−2] = CI → U top[−2h− 2],
w = (wi)i∈I 7→
∑
i∈I
(n− d(i, s))wiϕ0(θ′).
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where d(i, j) is the distance between two vertices i, j.
(iv) HH4(A) × HH4(A) → HH8(A). ζ ′2 gives us the vector
(δis)i∈I in K[−2h− 2] = HH8(A).
(v) HH4(A)×HH5(A)→ HH9(A). ζ ′2ψ′2 gives us the vector
(n − d(i, s))i∈I in K∗[−2h − 2] = HH9(A). HH4(A)
annihilates (U−)∗[−2] ⊂ HH5(A).
Comparing this theorem with the results about the A-case in [ES2], we
get the following:
Corollary 4.0.17 (relation to the A-case). Let ω1, . . . , ωn be a basis of
R∗[h− 2] ⊂ HH0(A). Then we have
(4.0.18) HH∗(ΠTn) = HH
∗(ΠA2n)[ω1, . . . , ωn]/(R
∗[h− 2]HH∗(ΠA2n)+).
We can write HH∗(ΠA2n) as a quotient
(4.0.19) HH∗(ΠA2n) = HH
∗(ΠTn)/(R
∗[h− 2]).
5. Results about the Calculus
We will introduce for every m ≥ 0 an isomorphism
(5.0.20) D : HHm(A)
∼→ HH6m+5(A)[(2m+ 1)h+ 2]
which intertwines contraction and cup-product maps.
In Section 8, we will introduce basis elements zk ∈ U [−2] ⊂ HH0(A),
θk ∈ HH1(A), fk ∈ HH2(A), hk ∈ HH3(A), ζk ∈ HH4(A) and ψk ∈
HH5(A).
For ck ∈ HH i(A), 0 ≤ i ≤ 5, we write c(s)k for the corresponding cocycle
in HH i+6s. We write ck,t for a cycle in HHj+6t, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 which equals
D−1(c(s)k ).
The map α : K → K∗, given by a matrix Mα, is introduced in Subsection
9.3.1.
We state the results in terms of these bases of HH•(A) and HH•(A).
Theorem 5.0.21. The calculus structure is given by tables 1, 2, 3 and the
Connes differential B, given by
B6s(ψk,s) = ((2s+ 1)h− 2− k)ζk,s,
B1+6s = 0,
B2+6s(hk,s) = (2s+ 1)hα−1(hk,s),
B3+6s = 0,
B4+6s(θk,s) = ((2s+ 1)h+ 2 + k)zk,s,
B5+6s = 0.
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6. Properties of A
6.1. Labeling. We choose a labeling of the quiver Tn.
1 2 3
a1 a2
1a* 2a*
n−1a
n−1a*
b
n−1 n
. . . . . . .
Figure 1. Tn quiver
6.2. Bases and Hilbert series. From [MOV], we know that HA(t) =
(1 + th)(1− Ct+ t2)−1, where C is the adjacency matrix of the underlying
graph. By choosing the labeling of the quiver above, we get
(6.2.1)
(dim eiAej)i,j∈I = HA(1) = 2 ·

1 1 1 · · · · · · 1 1
1 2 2 · · · · · · 2 2
1 2 3 · · · · · · 3 3
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
1 2 3 · · · · · · n− 1 n− 1
1 2 3 · · · · · · n− 1 n

.
We will work with explicit bases Bi of eiAei. The ith diagonal entry of
HA(t) is
i−1∑
j=0
t2j+t2n−1−2j , and since in A all paths starting and ending in the
same vertex with the same length are equivalent, we can say that bases of Bi
are given by paths of length 2j, 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 and 2n− 1− 2j, 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1
(one of each length). We call ci,k to be a nonzero element in A, represented
by a path of length k, starting and ending at i.
6.3. The trace function. For the T -quiver, the Nakayama automorphism
is trivial. The bilinear form (−,−) which comes with our Frobenius algebra
A is given by a trace function Tr : A→ C of degree −(2n− 1) by
(x, y) = Tr(xy). We work with an explicit trace function which maps a
polynomial of degree 2n − 1 to the sum of its coefficients. Given the basis
(ei)i∈I , we denote (ωi)i∈I as its dual basis, i.e. ωi is the monomial of top
degree in eiAei with coefficient 1.
6.4. The quotient A/[A,A]. The quotient A/[A,A] turns out to be differ-
ent than in the ADE-case.
Proposition 6.4.1. The quotient is
A/[A,A] = R⊕ 〈bi| iodd〉.
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Proof. The commutator [A,A] is the linear span of
• paths pki = [pki, ei] from i to k, i 6= k and
• pii − pjj = [pij , pji], where pkl ∈ ekAel, i.e. all differences pii − pjj
where pii and pjj have same degree > 0. Since all paths in e1Ae1 of
degree > 0 give us a zero element in A, this gives us that
eiAei(d) ⊂ [A,A] ∀i ∈ I and even d > 0.
From above, we get eiAek ⊂ [A,A]. Since all paths in e1Ae1 of even degree
> 0 give us a zero element in A and pii − pjj ∈ [A,A] for any pair of paths
of same degree, this implies that eiAei(d) ⊂ [A,A] ∀i ∈ I and for all even
d > 0.
R ∩ [A,A] = 0 since R is a commutative ring.
So the quotient A/[A,A] is spanned only by R and by odd degree paths
pii ∈ eiAei, and the only relations involving those is pii = pjj . Let pii have
odd degree d ≤ 2n− 1, then (a∗i ai)
2n−1−d
2 pii = ωi, so pii 6= 0 in A. So if take
one path pii ∈ eiAei (for some i ∈ I) in each odd degree ≤ 2n − 1, we get
a basis in A/([A,A] + R). Specifically we can choose odd powers of b as a
basis. 
7. Hochschild and cyclic (co)homology of A
In this section, we prove Theorems 4.0.13 and 4.0.14: we construct a pro-
jective resolution of A, prove duality theorems and compute the Hochschild
and cyclic cohomology/homology spaces.
7.1. A periodic projective resolution of A. Let φ be an automorphism
of A, such that φ(a) = a ∀a ∈ Q¯′ and φ(b) = −b. Note that φ = −Id on Atop.
Define the A−bimodule 1Aφ obtained from A by twisting the right action by
φ, i.e. 1Aφ = A as a vector space, and ∀x, z ∈ A, y ∈ 1Aφ : x · y · z = xyφ(z).
Introduce the notation a = 1 if a ∈ Q′, a = −1 if a ∈ (Q′)∗, and let b = 1.
Let xi be a homogeneous basis B of A and x∗i the dual basis under the form
attached to the Frobenius algebra A. Let V be the bimodule spanned by
the edges of Q¯.
We start with the following complex:
S• : 0→ 1Aφ[h] i→ A⊗R A[2] d2→ A⊗R V ⊗R A d1→ A⊗R A d0→ A→ 0,
where
d0(x⊗ y) = xy,
d1(x⊗ v ⊗ y) = xv ⊗ y − x⊗ vy,
d2(z ⊗ t) =
n∑
i=1
aizai ⊗ a∗i ⊗ t+
n∑
i=1
aiz ⊗ ai ⊗ a∗i t
− zb⊗ b⊗ t− z ⊗ b⊗ bt,
i(x) = x
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)⊗ x∗i .
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didi+1 = 0 for i = 0, 1, 2 is obvious. We show d2i = 0: We have
d2(i(1)) = d2(
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)⊗ x∗i )
=
∑
xi∈B
n∑
j=1
ajφ(xi)aj ⊗ a∗j ⊗ x∗i +
∑
xi∈B
n∑
j=1
ajφ(xi)⊗ aj ⊗ a∗jx∗i
−
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)b⊗ b⊗ x∗i −
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)⊗ b⊗ bx∗i .
The first two terms cancel since
∀a ∈ Q¯′ :
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)a⊗ a∗ ⊗ x∗i =
∑
xi,xj∈B
(φ(xi)a,−φ(x∗j ))φ(xj)⊗ a∗ ⊗ x∗i
=
∑
xi,xj∈B
φ(xj)⊗ a∗ ⊗ (ax∗j , xi)x∗i
=
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)⊗ a∗ ⊗ ax∗i .
The last two terms cancel since
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)b⊗ b⊗ x∗i =
∑
xi,xj∈B
(φ(xi)b,−φ(x∗j ))φ(xj)⊗ b⊗ x∗i
=
∑
xi,xj∈B
φ(xj)⊗ b⊗ (−bx∗j , xi)x∗i
= −
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)⊗ b⊗ bx∗i .
Lemma 7.1.1. S• is self dual.
Proof. We introduce the nondegenerate forms
• (x, y)φ = Tr(xφ(y)) on A,
• (x⊗ x′, y ⊗ y′)φ = Tr(xφ(y′))Tr(x′y) on A⊗R A and
• (x⊗α⊗ x′, y⊗ β⊗ y′)φ = Tr(xφ(y′))Tr(x′y)(α, β) on A⊗R V ⊗R A,
where we define the form on V to be (α, β) = δα∗,ββ.
We apply the functor (−)? = HomC(−,C) and make the identifications
A? ' A, (A⊗R A)? ' A⊗R A and (A⊗R V ⊗R A)? ' A⊗R V ⊗R A by the
map x 7→ (−, x)φ.
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We have
(i(x), y ⊗ z)φ = (
∑
xi∈B
xφ(xi)⊗ x∗i , y ⊗ z)φ =
∑
xi∈B
Tr(xφ(xi)φ(z))Tr(x∗i y)
= −
∑
xi∈B
Tr(φ(x)xiz)Tr(x∗i y) = −
∑
xi∈B
Tr(zφ(x)xi)Tr(x∗i y)
= −Tr(zφ(x)y) = Tr(xφ(yz)) = (x, yz)φ
= (x, d0(y ⊗ z)),
so i = d?0.
We have
(x⊗ v ⊗ y, d2(z ⊗ t))φ = (x⊗ v ⊗ y,
n∑
i=1
aizai ⊗ a∗i ⊗ t+
n∑
i=1
aiz ⊗ ai ⊗ a∗i t
− zb⊗ b⊗ t− z ⊗ b⊗ bt)φ,
which gives us ∀a ∈ Q¯′
(x⊗ a⊗ y, d2(z ⊗ t))φ = −Tr(xφ(t))Tr(yza) + Tr(xφ(at))Tr(yz)
and
(x⊗ b⊗ y, d2(z ⊗ t))φ = −Tr(xφ(t))Tr(yzb)− Tr(xφ(bt))Tr(yz),
i.e. for v ∈ V ,
(x⊗ v ⊗ y, d2(z ⊗ t))φ = −Tr(xφ(t))Tr(yzv) + Tr(xφ(vt))Tr(yz)
= Tr(xvφ(t))Tr(yz)− Tr(xφ(t))Tr(vyz)
= (xv ⊗ y − x⊗ vy, z ⊗ t)φ = (d1(x⊗ v ⊗ y), z ⊗ y)φ,
so d2 = d?1. 
Proposition 7.1.2. S• is an exact sequence.
Proof. We recall the definition of Anick’s resolution [An]. Denote TRW to
be the tensor algebra of a graded R-bimodule W , T+RW its augmentation
ideal. Let L ⊂ T+RW be an R-graded bimodule and A′ = TRW/(L). Then
we have the following resolution:
(7.1.3) A′ ⊗R L⊗R A′ ∂→ A′ ⊗RW ⊗R A′ f→ A′ ⊗R A′ m→ A′ → 0,
where m is the multiplication map, f is given by
f(a′1 ⊗ w ⊗ a′2) = a′1w ⊗ a′2 − a′1 ⊗ wa′2
and ∂ is given by
∂(a′1 ⊗ l ⊗ a′2) = a′1 ·D(l) · a′2,
D : T+RW → A′ ⊗RW ⊗R A′,
w1 ⊗ . . .⊗ wn 7→
n∑
p=1
(w1 ⊗ . . .⊗ wp−1)⊗ wp ⊗ (wp+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ wn),
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where bar stands for the image in B of the projection map.
In our setting, W = V , L the R-bimodule generated by
n∑
i=1
aiaia
∗
i − b2.
Then A′ = A.
It is also clear that Im(∂)=Im(d2) ⊂ A⊗RV ⊗RA, so from Anick’s resolution
we know that the part
A⊗R A[2] d2→ A⊗R V ⊗R A d1→ A⊗R A d0→ A→ 0
is exact. Exactness of the whole complex S• follows from its self duality. 
Since φ2 = 1, we can make a canonical identification A = 1Aφ ⊗A 1Aφ
(via x 7→ x⊗ 1), so by tensoring S• with 1Aφ, we obtain the exact sequence
0→ A[2h] i′→ A⊗R1Aφ[h+2] d5→ A⊗RV⊗R1Aφ[h] d4→ A⊗R1Aφ[h] j→ 1Aφ[h]→ 0.
By connecting this sequence to S• with d3 = ij and repeating this process,
we obtain the periodic Schofield resolution with period 6:
. . .→ A⊗A[2h] d6→ A⊗R 1Aφ[h+ 2] d5→ A⊗R V ⊗R 1Aφ[h] d4→ A⊗R N[h]
d3→ A⊗R A[2] d2→ A⊗R V ⊗R A d1→ A⊗R A d0→ A→ 0.
This implies that the Hochschild homology and cohomology of A is periodic
with period 6, in the sense that the shift of the (co)homological degree by 6
results in the shift of degree by 2h (respectively −2h).
From that we get the periodicities for the Hochschild homology/cohomology
(7.1.4)
HHj+6i(A) ∼= HHj(A)[2ih], HHj+6i(A) ∼= HHj(A)[−2ih], ∀j ≥ 1.
7.2. Calabi-Yau Frobenius algebras. Let us define the functor
HomAe(−, A⊗C A) : Ae −mod → Ae −mod,
M 7→ M∨.
We recall the definition of the Calabi-Yau algebras from [EuS].
Definition 7.2.1. A Frobenius algebra A is called Calabi-Yau Frobenius
of dimension m if
(7.2.2) A∨ ' Ωm+1A
If there is more than one such m, then we pick the smallest one.
If additionally A has a grading, such that the above isomorphism is a
graded isomorphism when composed with some shift, then we say that A is
a graded Calabi-Yau Frobenius algebra. More precisely, if A∨[m′] '
Ωm+1A is a graded isomorphism, where [l] is the shift by l with the new
grading, then one says that A is graded Calabi-Yau Frobenius with
dimension m of shift m′.
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Proposition 7.2.3. A is Calabi-Yau Frobenius with dimension 5 of shift
h+ 2, i.e.
(7.2.4) A∨[h+ 2] ' Ω6A.
Proof. This follows from [EuS] since A is symmetric and periodic with period
6. 
From [EuS], we can deduce the dualities
HHi(A) ∼= HH5−i(A)∗[2h],(7.2.5)
HH i(A) ∼= HH5−i(A)[−h− 2],(7.2.6)
HH i(A) ∼= HH11−i(A)∗[−2h− 4] ∼= HH5−i(A)∗[−4].(7.2.7)
7.3. Hochschild homology of A. Let Aop be the algebra A with opposite
multiplication. We define Ae = A⊗RAop. Then any A−bimodule naturally
becomes a left Ae− module (and vice versa).
Now, we apply to the Schofield resolution the functor −⊗Ae A to get the
Hochschild homology complex
. . .→ AR[2h] d
′
6→ 1ARφ [h+ 2]
d′5→ (V ⊗R 1Aφ)R[h]
d′4→
d′4→ 1ARφ [h]
d′3→ AR[2] d
′
2→ (V ⊗R A)R d
′
1→ AR → 0.
Let HHi(A) be HH0/R for i = 0 and HHi(A) otherwise. We have the
Connes exact sequence
(7.3.1)
0→ HH0(A) B0→ HH1(A) B1→ HH2(A) B2→ HH3(A) B3→ HH4(A)→ . . . ,
where the Bi are the Connes differentials (see [Lo, 2.1.7.]) and the Bi are
all degree-preserving.
In our case, HH0(A) = A/([A,A] + R) = U∗[h] (see Proposition 6.4.1),
where U∗[h] = 〈bi|i odd〉. From (7.3.1) we know that U∗[h] ⊂ HH1(A). De-
noteX = HH1(A)/U∗[h]. Since degHH2(A) ≤ 2h, HH3(A) = HH2(A)∗[2h]
and the Connes differential maps HH2(A)/X isomorphically to its image in
HH3(A), HH2(A)/X sits in degree h. We call this space K∗[h], where K∗
sits in degree 0. HH3(A) = X∗[2h] ⊕K[h] and HH4(A) = U [2h] ⊕X∗[2h]
follow from the duality (7.2.5). The Connes differential mapsHH5(A)/U [2h]
isomrphically into its image in HH6(A). Since degHH5(A) ≤ 2h and
HH6(A) = HH5(A)∗[4h] (7.2.5), HH5(A)/U [2h] sits in degree 2h. We call
that space Y [2h] where Y sits in degree 0.
From our discussion, we get the homology spaces
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HH0(A) = U∗[h]⊕R,
HH1(A) = U∗[h]⊕X,
HH2(A) = K∗[h]⊕X,
HH3(A) = K[h]⊕X∗[2h],
HH4(A) = U [h]⊕X∗[2h],
HH5(A) = U [h]⊕ Y [3h],
HH6(A) = U∗[3h]⊕ Y ∗[3h],
HH6k+i(A) = HHi(A)[2kh] ∀i ≥ 1.
7.4. Hochschild cohomology of A. We make the identifications
HomAe(A⊗R A,A) = AR = HomAe(A⊗R 1Aφ, A) by identifying ϕ with the
image ϕ(1⊗ 1) = a (we write ϕ = a ◦ −) and
HomAe(A ⊗R V ⊗R A,A) = (V ⊗R A)R[−2] = HomAe(A ⊗R V ⊗R 1Aφ, A)
by identifying ϕ which maps 1 ⊗ a ⊗ 1 7→ xa (a ∈ Q¯) with the element
n∑
i=1
a∗i a
∗
i ⊗ xai (we write ϕ = (
n∑
i=1
a∗i a
∗
i ⊗ xai + b⊗ xb) ◦ −).
Now, apply the functor HomAe(−, A) to the Schofield resolution to obtain
the Hochschild cohomology complex
d∗4← AR[−h] d
∗
3← AR[−2] d
∗
2← (V ⊗A)R[−2] d
∗
1← AR ← 0
. . .← AR[−2h] d
∗
6← AR[−h− 2] d
∗
5← (V ⊗A)R[−h− 2] d
∗
4←
and compute the differentials. We have
d∗1(x)(1⊗ y ⊗ 1) = x ◦ d1(1⊗ y ⊗ 1) = x ◦ (y ⊗ 1− 1⊗ y) = [y, x],
so
d∗1(x) =
n∑
i=1
a∗i a
∗
i ⊗ [ai, x] + b⊗ [b, x].
We have
d∗2(
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗ xai + b⊗ xb)(1⊗ 1) = (
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗ xai + b⊗ xb) ◦ (
n∑
j=1
ajaj ⊗ a∗j ⊗ 1
+
n∑
j=1
aj1⊗ aj ⊗ a∗j − b⊗ b⊗ 1− 1⊗ b⊗ b)
=
n∑
i=1
(aixai − xaiai)− (bxb + xbb)
=
∑
i=1
[ai, xai ]− (bxb + xbb),
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so
d∗2(
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗ xai + b⊗ xb) =
n∑
i=1
[ai, xai ]− (bxb + xbb).
We have
d∗3(x)(1⊗ 1) = x ◦ d3(1⊗ 1) = x ◦ (
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)⊗ x∗i ) =
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)xx∗i = 0,
so
d∗3(x) =
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)xx∗i ,
and we evaluate this sum: let ρ =
n∑
i=1
(−1)n+iei, then ρ2 =
n∑
i=1
ei = 1, and
for all monomials x ∈ A, ρφ(x)ρ = (−1)deg(x)x. We write x = ρy (where
y = ρx), then
d∗3(x) =
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)xx∗i = ρ
∑
xi∈B
(ρφ(xi)ρ)yx∗i = ρ
∑
xi∈B
(−1)deg(xi)xiyx∗i .
The map y 7→ ∑
xi∈B
(−1)deg(xi)xiyx∗i is zero in positive degree, and the
restriction to deg y = 0 is a map
⊕
i∈I Cei →
⊕
i∈I Cωi, given by the matrix
HA(−1) = (1 + (−1)h)(2 + C) = 0, since the Coxeter number h = 2n+ 1 is
odd. This implies that
d∗3 = 0.
We have
d∗4(x)(1⊗ai⊗1) = x◦d1(1⊗ai⊗1) = x◦(ai⊗1−1⊗ai) = aix−xφ(ai) = [a, x],
and
d∗4(x)(1⊗ b⊗ 1) = x ◦ d1(1⊗ b⊗ 1) = x ◦ (b⊗ 1− 1⊗ b) = bx− xφ(b),
so
d∗4(x) =
n∑
i=1
a∗i a
∗
i ⊗ [ai, x] + b⊗ (xb+ bx),
We have
d∗5(
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗ xai + b⊗ xb)(1⊗ 1) = (
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗ xai + b⊗ xb) ◦ (
n∑
i=1
aiai ⊗ a∗i ⊗ 1
+
n∑
i=1
ai1⊗ ai ⊗ a∗i )
=
n∑
i=1
(aixai − xaiφ(ai)) + (bxb + xbφ(b)),
so
d∗5(x, y) = [x, y].
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We have
d∗6(x)(1⊗1) = x◦d6(1⊗1) = x◦(
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)⊗x∗i ) =
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)xφ(x∗i ) = −
∑
xi∈B
xixx
∗
i ,
so
d∗6(x) = −
∑
xi∈B
xixx
∗
i .
From our results about Hochschild homology and the dualities (7.2.6),
we obtain the following spaces for the Hochschild cohomology (for HH0(A),
keep in mind that we get HH6(A) = HH0(A)[−2h]/Imd∗6, and the image of
d∗6 lies in top degree). The cohomology spaces are
HH0(A) = U [−2]⊕ L[h− 2],
HH1(A) = U [−2]⊕X∗[h− 2],
HH2(A) = K[−2]⊕X∗[h− 2],
HH3(A) = K∗[−2]⊕X[−h− 2],
HH4(A) = U∗[−2]⊕X[−h− 2],
HH5(A) = U∗[−2]⊕ Y ∗[−h− 2],
HH6(A) = U [−2h− 2]⊕ Y [−h− 2],
HH6k+i(A) = HH i(A)[−2kh] ∀i ≥ 1.
We have L[h − 2] = R∗[h − 2]. Since there is no non-top degree element
in A which commutes with all a ∈ Q¯′ and anticommutes with b, ker d∗4 lies
in top degree −2 which implies that the space X has to be zero.
From the discussion in Subsection 7.3, we know that K is a degree-zero
space, so HH2(A) sits entirely in degree −2. Since d∗3 = 0 and the image of
d∗4 lies in degree > −2, K =
⊕
i∈I Cei, so K is n-dimensional. This proves
Theorem 4.0.11 (b).
The map d∗6 can be viewed as a map
⊕
i∈I Cei →
⊕
i∈I Cωi, given by the
matrix −HA(1) = −2(2 − C)−1. Since it is nondegenerate, the space Y is
also zero.
Theorems 4.0.13 and 4.0.14 follow.
7.5. Cyclic homology of A. Given the Connes exact sequence (7.3.1), we
define
HCi(A) = ker(Bi+1 : HHi+1(A)→ HHi+2(A))
= Im(Bi : HHi(A)→ HHi+1(A)).
The usual cyclic homology HCi(A) is related to the reduced one by the
equality HCi(A) = HCi(A) for i > 0, and HC0(A) = HC0(A)/R.
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We write down Connes exact sequence, together with the Hochschild ho-
mology spaces:
0y
HH0(A) U∗[h]
B1
y ∼y
HH1(A) U∗[h] HC0(A) = U∗[h]
B1
y 0y
HH2(A) K∗[h] HC1(A) = 0
B2
y ∼y
HH3(A) K[h] HC2(A) = K∗[h]
B3
y 0y
HH4(A) U [h] HC3(A) = 0
B4
y ∼y
HH5(A) U [h] HC4(A) = U [h]
B5
y 0y
HH6(A) U∗[3h] HC5(A) = 0
B6
y 0y
HH7(A) U∗[3h]HC6(A) = U∗[3h]
B7
y
...
This proves Theorem 4.0.15.
8. Basis of HH∗(A)
Now we construct a basis of HH∗(A).
8.1. HH0(A) = Z. We compute the structure of the center.
Proposition 8.1.1. The non-topdegree central elements lie in even degrees,
one in each degree (up to scaling). They are given by
(8.1.2) z2k =
n∑
i=k+1
ci,2k, 0 ≤ k ≤ h− 32
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Proof. First we prove that a degree 2k-element z is a multiple of z2k: z
commutes with all ei, hence lies in
⊕
i∈A eiAei. From the discussion, in
Subsection (6.2), we can write
z =
n∑
i=k+1
λici,2k =
n∑
i=k+1
λi(a∗i ai)
k.
Now,
∀j ≥ k + 1, λj aj(a∗jaj)k︸ ︷︷ ︸
6=0
= ajz = zaj = λj+1(aja∗j )
kaj
which implies that all λi are equal. So each even degree central is a multiple
of z2k.
Since z∗2k = z2k and z2k commutes with all aj , z2k also commutes with
all a∗j . Commutativity with b is clear, since each element in enAen can be
expressed as a polynomial in b.
So z2k =
n∑
i=k+1
ci,2k is the central element in degree 2k.
Now, let z be of odd degree < h− 2. From Subsection (6.2), we can write
z =
n∑
i=n−k
λici,2k+1,
where
ci,2k+1 = a∗i · . . . · a∗n−1b2i−2n+2kan−1 . . . · ai
and the law ∀i ≥ n− k,
(0 6=)aici,2k+1 = a∗i+1 · . . . · a∗n−1b2i−2n+2k+2an−1 . . . · ai = ci+1,2k+1ai,
so we have
λn−k cn−k,2k+1an−k−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
6=0
= zan−k−1 = an−k−1z = 0
and
∀j ≥ n− k, λjajcj,2k+1 = ajz = zaj = λj+1ci+1,2k+1aj = λajcj,2k+1.
This implies that all λj = 0, so we have no non-top odd degree central
elements.

Theorem 4.0.11 (a) follows.
8.2. HH1(A). Since HH1(A) = U [−2], we know from the previous subsec-
tion that the Hilbert series of HH1(A) is
h−3
2∑
i=0
t2i. It is easy to see that
θ2k :=
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗ a∗i z2k −
n∑
i=1
a∗i ⊗ aiz2k + b⊗ bz2k, 0 ≤ k ≤
h− 3
2
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lie in ker d∗1. The cup product calculation HH1(A)∪HH4(A) will show that
each θ2k is nonzero (since the product with ζ2k is nonzero).
8.3. HH2(A) and HH3(A). HH2(A) and HH3(A) sit in degree −2 and
both are n-dimensional. So HH2(A) is the bottom degree part of AR[−2]
and HH3(A) the top degree part of AR[−h]. Denote fi = [ei] ∈ HH2(A)
and hi = [ωi] ∈ HH3(A), we have
HH2(A) =
n⊕
i=1
Cfi, HH3(A) =
n⊕
i=1
Chi.
8.4. HH4(A). The Hilbert series of HH4(A) is t−4
h−3
2∑
i=0
t−2i. We claim that
a basis is given by
ζ2i := [−b⊗ bh−3−2i].
It is clear that ζ2i all lie in ker d∗5. Since the image of d∗4 has zero trace, ζ0
is nonzero in HH4(A). And ζ2i 6= 0 follows from z2iζ2i = ζ0.
8.5. HH5(A). From Proposition 6.4.1, we know that the space
HH5(A) = AR/([A,A]R +R)[−h− 2] = A/([A,A] +R)[−h− 2] is spanned
by
ψ2i := [bh−3−2i].
9. The Hochschild cohomology ring HH∗(A)
The degree ranges of the Hochschild cohomology spaces are
0 ≤ degHH0(A) ≤ h− 2,
0 ≤ degHH1(A) ≤ h− 3,
−2 = degHH2(A),
−2 = degHH3(A),
−h− 1 ≤ degHH4(A) ≤ −4,
−h− 1 ≤ degHH5(A) ≤ −4,
−2h ≤ degHH6(A) ≤ −h− 3.
We compute the cup product in terms of our constructed basis in HH∗(A)
from the last section.
9.1. The Z-module structure of HH∗(A). HH0(A) is a local ring, with
radical generated by z2. In HH0(A), we have z2iz2j = z2(i+j) for 2i +
2j ≤ h − 3, and the product is 0 otherwise. HH i(A) are cyclic Z-modules
for i = 1, 4, 5, generated by θ0, ζh−3, ψh−3 respectively. The Z-modules
HH2(A) and HH3(A) are annihilated by the radical of Z.
9.2. HH i(A)∪HHj(A) for i, j odd. All cup productsHH i(A) withHHj(A)
for i, j odd are zero by degree argument.
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9.3. HH1(A) ∪HH2(A). By degree argument, θifj = 0 for i 6= 0.
Proposition 9.3.1. The multiplication with θ0 gives us a map
HH2(A) = K[−2] α→ K∗[−2] = HH3(A),
given by the matrix
h

2 −1 0 · · · · · · 0
−1 2 . . . . . . ...
0
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 −1 2 −1
0 · · · · · · 0 −1 3

−1
.
Proof. Let x ∈ K[−2], represented by the map
fx : A⊗A[2] −→ A,
1⊗ 1 7−→ x,
which we lift to
fˆx : A⊗A[2] −→ A⊗A,
1⊗ 1 7−→ 1⊗ x.
Then we have
fˆxd3(1⊗ 1) = fˆx(
∑
xj∈B
φ(xj)⊗ x∗j ) =
∑
xj∈B
φ(xj)⊗ xx∗j .
To compute the lift Ωfi, we need to find out the preimage of
∑
xj∈B
φ(xj)⊗xx∗j
under d1.
Definition 9.3.2. Let b1, . . . , bk be arrows, p the monomial b1 · · · bk and
define
vp := (1⊗ b1 ⊗ b2 · · · bk + b1 ⊗ b2 ⊗ b3 · · · bk + . . .+ b1 · · · bk−1 ⊗ bk ⊗ 1).
We will use the following lemma in our computations.
Lemma 9.3.3. In the above setting,
d1(vp) = (b1 · · · bk ⊗ 1− 1⊗ b1 · · · bk).
From that, we immediately see that∑
xj∈B
φ(xj)⊗ xx∗j = d1(
∑
xj∈B
vφ(xj)xx
∗
j ) + 1⊗
∑
xj∈B
φ(xj)xx∗j︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
,
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so we have
Ωfx : Ω3(A) → Ω(A),
1 7→
∑
xj∈B
vφ(xj)xx
∗
j .
Then we have
θ0(
∑
xj∈B
vφ(xj)xx
∗
j ) =
∑
xj∈B
deg(xj)φ(xj)xx∗j .
So we get
θ0fx =
∑
xj∈B
deg(xj)φ(xj)xx∗j =
n∑
k,l=1
∑
xj∈Bkl
deg(xj)φ(xj)xx∗j .
φ(xj) is xj if the number of b′s in xj is even and −xj if it is odd. Ob-
serve that the number of b′s in xj and deg(xj) − d(k, l) (where d(k, l)
is the distance between the vertices k and l) have the same parity. So
φ(xj) = (−1)deg(xj)−d(k,l)xj , and so the multiplication with θ0 induces a
map
(9.3.4) HH2(A) = K[−2] α→ K∗[−2] = HH3(A),
given by the matrix
(9.3.5)(
HφA
)
k,l
=
∑
hj∈Bk,l
(−1)deg(xj)−d(k,l) deg(xj) = (−1)d(i,j)
(
d
dt
HA(t)k,l
)∣∣∣∣
t=−1
.
Let us define
HδA :=
(
d
dt
HA(t)
)∣∣∣∣
t=−1
.
Then we have
HδA =
(
(1 + th)
d
dt
(1− Ct+ t2)−1 + hth−1(1− Ct+ t2)−1
)∣∣∣∣
t=−1
= h(2 + C)−1.
For any nondegenerate matrix M , call M− the matrix obtained from M
by changing all signs in the (i, j)-entry whenever d(i, j) is odd. It is easy
to see that for matrices M = N−1, M− = (N−)−1. In our case, we have
HφA = (H
δ
A)−. This implies
(9.3.6) HφA = h((2 + C)−)
−1.

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9.4. HH1(A) ∪ HH4(A). Since HH1(A) = Zθ0 and HH4(A) = Zζh−3, it
is enough to compute θ0ζh−3.
Proposition 9.4.1. Given θ0 ∈ HH1(A) and ζh−3 ∈ HH4(A), we get the
cup product
(9.4.2) θ0ζh−3 = ψh−3.
Proof. ζh−3 represents the map
ζh−3 : A⊗ V ⊗ 1Aφ[h] → A,
1⊗ b⊗ 1 7→ −en,
1⊗ ai ⊗ 1 7→ 0,
1⊗ a∗i ⊗ 1 7→ 0,
and it lifts to
ζˆh−3 : A⊗ V ⊗ 1Aφ[h] → A⊗A,
1⊗ b⊗ 1 7→ −en ⊗ en,
1⊗ ai ⊗ 1 7→ 0,
1⊗ a∗i ⊗ 1 7→ 0.
Then
(ζˆh−3 ◦ d5)(1⊗ 1) = ζˆh−3(
∑
i=1
aiai ⊗ a∗i ⊗ 1 +
∑
i=1
ai ⊗ ai ⊗ a∗i
−b⊗ b⊗ 1− 1⊗ b⊗ b)
= b⊗ 1− 1⊗ b = d1(1⊗ b⊗ 1),
so we have
Ωζh−3 : Ω5(A) → Ω(A),
1⊗ 1 7→ 1⊗ b⊗ 1,
and this gives us
(θ0 ◦ ζh−3)(1⊗ 1) = b,
so the cup product is
(9.4.3) θ0ζh−3 = [b] = ψh−3.

9.5. HH2(A) ∪ HH3(A). We compute the cup product in the following
proposition.
Proposition 9.5.1. For the basis elements fi ∈ HH2(A), hj ∈ HH3(A),
the cup product is
(9.5.2) fihj = δijψ0.
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Proof. Recall the maps
hj : A⊗ 1Aφ → A,
1⊗ 1 7→ ωj
and lift them to
hˆj : A⊗ 1Aφ → A⊗A,
1⊗ 1 7→ 1⊗ ωj .
Then ∀ a ∈ Q¯ we have
hˆj(d4(1⊗ a⊗ 1)) = hˆj(a⊗ 1− 1⊗ a) = a⊗ ωj = d1(1⊗ a⊗ ωj),
so
Ωhj : Ω4(A) → Ω(A),
1⊗ a⊗ 1 7→ 1⊗ a⊗ ωj .
Then we have
Ωhj(d5(1⊗ 1)) = Ωhj(
n∑
i=1
aiai ⊗ a∗i ⊗ 1 +
n∑
i=1
ai1⊗ ai ⊗ a∗i
−b⊗ b⊗ 1− 1⊗ b⊗ b)
= (
n∑
i=1
aiai ⊗ a∗i − b⊗ b⊗ ωj = d2(1⊗ ωj),
so
Ω2hj : Ω5(A) → Ω2(A),
1⊗ 1 7→ 1⊗ ωj .
This gives us
fi(Ω2hj)(1⊗ 1) = fi(1⊗ ωj) = δijωj ,
i.e. the cup product
fihj = δij [ωj ] = δijψ0.

9.6. HH2(A)∪HH2(A). Since degHH2(A) = −2, their product has degree
−4 (i.e. lies in span(ζ0)), so it can be written as
HH2(A)×HH2(A) → HH4(A),
(x, y) 7→ 〈−,−〉ζ0,
where 〈−,−〉 : HH2(A)×HH2(A)→ C is a bilinear form.
Proposition 9.6.1. The cup product HH2(A) × HH2(A) → HH4(A) is
given by 〈−,−〉 = α, where α (from Proposition 9.3.4) is regarded as a
symmetric bilinear form.
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Proof. We use (9.4.2) to get
(9.6.2) θ0(fifj) = θ0(〈fi, fj〉ζ0) = 〈fi, fj〉ψ0.
On the other hand, by Proposition 9.3.4 and Proposition 9.5.1,
(9.6.3) (θ0fi)fj = α(fi)fj =
n∑
l=1
(
HφA
)
li
hlfj =
(
HφA
)
ji
ψ0 =
(
HφA
)
ij
ψ0.
By associativity of the cup product, we can equate (9.6.2) and (9.6.3) to get
(9.6.4) 〈fi, fj〉 =
(
HφA
)
ij
.

9.7. HH2(A) ∪HH4(A). By degree argument, fiζj = 0 for j < h − 3 and
fiζh−3 = λiϕ0(zh−3) for some λi ∈ C.
Proposition 9.7.1. We have
(9.7.2) fiζh−3 = i · zh−3.
Proof. Let x ∈ HH2(A). x is represented by a map fx,
fx : A⊗A[2] → A,
1⊗ 1 7→ x,
and we lift it to
fx : A⊗A[2] → A,
1⊗ 1 7→ 1⊗ x.
We know that for hj ∈ HH3(A) and x =
n∑
i=1
rifi the cup product is xhj =
rjfj . This determines the lift
Ω3fx : Ω5(A) → Ω3(A),
1⊗ 1 7→ x.
Then
Ω4fxd6(1⊗ 1) = Ω4fx(
∑
xj∈B
φ(xj)⊗ x∗j ) =
∑
xj∈B
φ(xj)⊗ xφ(x∗j )
= −
∑
xj∈B
xj ⊗ xx∗j = d4(−
∑
xj∈B
vxjxφ(x
∗
j )).
For each term vxjxφ(x
∗
j ),
ζh−3(vxjxφ(x
∗
j )) =
{
0 if xj contains even number of b′s
−xjb xx∗j if xj contains odd number of b′s,
where for a monomial xj , the expression ”
xj
b ” means removing one letter b
(and it doesn’t matter which one you remove). Denote Bodd (resp. Beven a
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basis of ekAel which have odd (resp. even) number of b’s in their monomial
expression. Then
ζh−3 ◦ Ω4fx(1⊗ 1) =
∑
xj∈Bodd
xjxx
∗
j
b
.
The automorphism γ which reverses all arrows of a path is the identity on
Atop. Let (xi) be a basis of A, (x∗i ) its dual basis. Then (γ(xi)) is a basis
and (γ(x∗i )) its dual basis. This shows that∑
xj∈Bodd
xjxx
∗
j =
∑
xj∈Bodd
x∗jxxj
b
=
∑
xj∈Beven
xjxx
∗
j
b
,
so ∑
xj∈Bodd
xjxx
∗
j =
1
2
∑
xj∈B
xjxx
∗
j
b
.
The (h−3)-degree part of A lies in enAen and is spanned by zh−3bh−3. This
means that ωnb = zh−3 and
ωi
b = 0 for i < n. We get
(9.7.3) ζh−3fl =
1
2
(HA(1))nl ϕ0(zh−3) = l · ϕ0(zh−3).

9.8. HH2(A) ∪HH5(A). By degree argument, fiψj = 0 for j 6= h− 3.
Proposition 9.8.1. We have
(9.8.2) fiζh−3 = i · ϕ0(θh−3).
Proof. Since ψh−3 = θ0ζh−3, we have
fiψh−3 = (fiζh−3)θ0 = i · ϕ0(zh−3)θ0 = i · ϕ0(θh−3).

9.9. HH3(A) ∪HH4(A). hiζj = 0 for j < h − 3 and hiζh−3 = λiϕ0(θh−3)
for some λi ∈ C.
Proposition 9.9.1. We have
(9.9.2) hiζh−3 = δinϕ0(θh−3).
Proof. Let λi be from above. From (9.7.2), we get
θ0fiζh−3 = i · ϕ0(θh−3),
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and we use (9.3.1) to see that
λ1
λ2
...
...
...
λn

=
1
2n+ 1

2 −1 0 · · · · · · 0
−1 2 . . . . . . ...
0
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 −1 2 −1
0 · · · · · · 0 −1 3


1
2
...
...
...
n

=

0
0
...
...
...
1

.

9.10. HH4(A) ∪ HH4(A). By degree argument, ζiζj = 0 if i < h − 3 or
j < h− 3 and ζ2h−3 =
n∑
k=1
λkϕ0(fk).
Proposition 9.10.1. We have
(9.10.2) ζ2h−3 = ϕ0(fn).
Proof. Let λk be from above. Then we have, using (9.5.1),
hlζ
2
h−3 = λlψ0.
Using (9.9.2), the LHS becomes
δlnθh−3ζh−3 = δlnψ0,
so
λl = δln.

9.11. HH4(A) ∪ HH5(A). By degree argument, ζiψj = 0 if i < h − 3 or
j < h− 3.
Proposition 9.11.1. We have
(9.11.2) ζh−3ψh−3 =
n∑
i=1
iϕ0(hi).
Proof. We use (9.3.1), (9.4) and (9.10.2) to obtain
ζh−3ψh−3 = ζ2h−3θ0 = fnθ0 =
n∑
i=1
iϕ0(hi).
The last equality follows from
(2n+ 1)

2 −1 0 · · · · · · 0
−1 2 . . . . . . ...
0
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 −1 2 −1
0 · · · · · · 0 −1 3

−1
0
0
...
...
...
1

=

1
2
...
...
...
n

.
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
10. Batalin-Vilkovisky structure on Hochschild cohomology
From general theory, we have an isomorphism D : HH•(A)→ HH6m+5−•(A)
∀m ≥ 0. It translates the Connes differential B : HH•(A) → HH•+1(A)
on Hochschild homology into a differential ∆ : HH•(A) → HH•−1(A) on
Hochschild cohomology, i.e. we have the commutative diagram
HH•(A)
B−−−−→ HH•+1(A)
D
y∼ ∼yD
HH6m+5−•(A)[(2m+ 1)h+ 2] ∆−−−−→ HH6m+4−•(A)[(2m+ 1)h+ 2]
Theorem 10.0.3. (BV structure on Hochschild cohomology) ∆ makes HH•(A)
a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra, i.e. for the Gerstenhaber bracket we get the fol-
lowing equation:
(10.0.4) [a, b] = ∆(a∪ b)−∆(a)∪ b− (−1)|a|a∪∆(b), ∀a, b ∈ HH∗(A).
The isomorphism D intertwines contraction and cup-product maps, i.e.
we have
(10.0.5) D(ιηc) = η ∪ D(c), ∀c ∈ HH•(A), η ∈ HH•(A).
Proof. We refer to [EuS, Theorem 2.4.63]. 
Remark 10.0.6. Note that ∆ in equation (10.0.4) depends on which m ∈ N
we choose to identify D : HH•(A)
∼→ HH6m+5−•(A)[(2m+ 1)h+ 2], where
the Gerstenhaber bracket does not.
10.1. Computation of the calculus structure of the preprojective
algebra. Since the calculus structure is defined on Hochschild chains and
cochains, we have to work with the on the resolution for computations. It
turns out that we only have to compute Lθ0 directly, the rest can be deduced
from formulas given by the calculus and the BV structure.
. . .
d3−−−−→ A⊗A[2] d2−−−−→ A⊗ V ⊗A d1−−−−→ A⊗A d0−−−−→ A −−−−→ 0
µ2
y µ1y ∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
. . .
b3−−−−→ A⊗4 b2−−−−→ A⊗3 b1−−−−→ A⊗2 b0−−−−→ A −−−−→ 0
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These maps ψi give us a chain map between the Schofield and the bar
resolution:
µ1(1⊗ y ⊗ 1) = 1⊗ y ⊗ 1,
µ2(1⊗ 1) =
∑
a∈Q¯
a1⊗ a⊗ a∗ ⊗ 1− 1⊗ b⊗ b⊗ 1,
µ3(1⊗ 1) =
∑
a∈Q¯
∑
xi∈B
a1⊗ φ(xi)⊗ a⊗ a∗ ⊗ x∗i
−
∑
xi∈B
1⊗ φ(xi)⊗ b⊗ b⊗ x∗i ,
and
µ3+i = µi
∑
a∈Q¯
∑
xi∈B
aφ(xi)⊗ a⊗ a∗ ⊗ x∗i −
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)⊗ b⊗ b⊗ x∗i
 .
Now, we apply the functor −⊗Ae A on the commutative diagram:
. . .
d′3−−−−→ AR[2] d
′
2−−−−→ (V ⊗A)R d1−−−−→ AR −−−−→ 0
µ′2
y µ′1y ∥∥∥
. . .
b′3−−−−→ (A⊗3)R b2−−−−→ (A⊗2)R b1−−−−→ (A⊗1)R −−−−→ 0
where
µ′1(x⊗ y) = x⊗ y,
µ′2(x) =
∑
a∈Q¯
aa⊗ a∗ ⊗ x− b⊗ b⊗ x,
µ′3(x) =
∑
a∈Q¯
∑
xi∈B
aφ(xi)⊗ a⊗ a∗ ⊗ x∗ix− φ(xi)⊗ b⊗ b⊗ x∗ix,
and
µ′3+i = µ
′
i
∑
a∈Q¯
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)⊗ a⊗ a∗ ⊗ x∗i −
∑
xi∈B
φ(xi)⊗ b⊗ b⊗ x∗i
 .
Now, we compute Lθ0 :
Lemma 10.1.1. For each x ∈ HHi(A),
(10.1.2) Lθ0(x) = deg(x)x
Proof. Via µ′, we already identified x ∈ HHi(A) with cycles in the Hochschild
chain, but we still have to identify θ0 with an element in HomAe(A⊗3, A):
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given any monomial b = b1 . . . bl, bi ∈ V , the map
τ(1⊗ b⊗ 1) =
l∑
i=1
b1 . . . bi−1 ⊗ bi ⊗ bi+1 . . . bl
makes the diagram
A⊗ V ⊗A d1−−−−→ A⊗A d0−−−−→ A −−−−→ 0
τ
x ∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
A⊗3 b1−−−−→ A⊗2 b0−−−−→ A −−−−→ 0
commute.
Applying HomAe( ⊗A), we get a map
τ∗ : Homk(V )→ Homk(A),
such that
(θ0 ◦ τ∗)(b1 . . . bl) =
l∑
i=1
b1 . . . bi−1θ0(bi)bi+1 . . . bl = deg(b) · b,
Recall from [D, (3.5), page 46] that the Lie derivative of θ0 ◦ τ∗ on
Hochschild chains is defined by
Lθ0◦τ∗(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak) =
k∑
i=1
a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (θ0 ◦ τ∗)(ai)⊗ · · · ⊗ ak
=
k∑
i=1
(deg(a1) + · · ·+ deg(ak))a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak,
and it can easily be checked that for each x ∈ HHi(A), Lθ0◦τ∗ acts on µ′i(x),
x ∈ HH i(A), by multiplication with deg(x).

10.1.1. The contraction map. From (10.0.5) we know that the contraction
map on Hochschild homology is given by the cup product on Hochschild
cohomology. Table 1 contains these results, rewritten in terms of the con-
traction maps.
10.1.2. The Connes differential. We start with the computation of the Connes
differential and refer the reader to the Subsection 4.0.15.
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Proposition 10.1.3. The Connes differential B is given by
B6s(ψk,s) = ((2s+ 1)h− 2− k)ζk,s,
B1+6s = 0,
B2+6s(hk,s) = (2s+ 1)hα−1(hk,s),
B3+6s = 0,
B4+6s(θk,s) = ((2s+ 1)h+ 2 + k)zk,s,
B5+6s = 0.
Proof. We use the Cartan identity (3.1.7) with a ∈ θ0,
(10.1.4) Lθ0 = Bιθ0 + ιθ0B,
where Lθ0 acts on x ∈ HHi by multiplication by deg(x) (see Lemma (10.1.1)).
The above identities for the Connes differential follow since ιθ0 acts on θk,s,
ψk,s and hk,s by zero, and zk,s, ζk,s and α−1(hk,s) are their unique preimages
the contraction with ιθ0 . 
10.1.3. The Gerstenhaber bracket. We compute the brackets using the iden-
tification
HH i(A) = HH6m+5−i(A)[−2(m+ 1)h− 2] for m >> 1 and the BV-identity
(10.0.4). We rewrite the results from Proposition 10.1.3:
∆(θ(s)k ) = ((1 + 2(m− s))h+ k + 2)z(s)k ,
∆(f (s)k ) = 0,
∆(h(s)k ) = (1 + 2(m− s))hα−1(h(s)k ),
∆(ζ(s)k ) = 0,
∆(ψ(s)k ) = ((1 + 2(m− s)h− k − 2)ζ(s)k ,
∆(z(s)k ) = 0.
The cup products relations involving our basis of HH∗(ΠTn) are the
same ones as the relations in the A2n-case. When comparing the differ-
ential ∆ with the one in the A2n-case where we identify HH i(ΠA2n) =
HH6m+2−i(ΠA2n)[−2mh − 2] for m >> 1, we have to multiply the coeffi-
cients by 2 and add h. In the BV-identity (10.0.4), we use only cup product
and ∆ to compute the Gerstenhaber bracket. In these computations, when
comparing to the A2n-case, we get the same results with the factor 2. So
using the results from [Eu2, Table 2], we get Table 2.
10.1.4. The Lie derivative L. We use the Cartan identity (3.1.7) to compute
the Lie derivative.
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HH1+6s(A)-Lie derivatives:
From the Cartan identity, we see that
L
θ
(s)
k
= Bι
θ
(s)
k
+ ι
θ
(s)
k
B.
On θl,t, ψl,t and hl,t, the Connes differential acts by multiplication with its
degree and taking the preimage under ιθ0 , and ιθ(s)k
acts on them by zero.
B kills zl,t, ζl,t and fl,t. Since B is degree preserving, this means that Lθ(s)k
acts on θl,t, ψl,t and hl,t by multiplication with their degree times z
(s)
k , and
on zl,t, ζl,t and fl,t by multiplication with z
(s)
k and then multiplication with
the degree of their product. So we get the following formulas:
L
θ
(s)
k
(ψl,t) = ((2t+ 1)h− 2− l)(zkψl)t−s,
L
θ
(s)
k
(ζl,t) = ((2(t− s) + 1)h− 2− l + k)(zkζl)t−s,
L
θ
(s)
k
(hl,t) = δk0(2t+ 1)hhl,t−s,
L
θ
(s)
k
(fl,t) = δk0(2(t− s) + 1)hfl,t−s,
L
θ
(s)
k
(θl,t) = ((2t+ 1)h+ 2 + l)(zkθl)t−s,
L
θ
(s)
k
(zl,t) = ((2(t− s) + 1)h+ 2 + l + k)(zkzl)t−s.
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HH2+6s(A)-Lie derivatives:
We compute L
f
(s)
k
:
L
f
(s)
k
(ψl,t) = B(ιf (s)k
(ψl,t))− ιf (s)k B(ψl,t)
= B(δl,h−3kθh−3,t−s−1)− ((2t+ 1)h− 2− l)ιf (s)k (ζl,t)
= δl,h−3k((2(t− s− 1) + 2)h− 1)zh−3,t−s−1
−δl,h−3k((2t+ 1)h− 2− l)zh−3,t−s−1
= −2δl,h−3k((1 + sh)zh−3,t−s−1,
L
f
(s)
k
(ζl,t) = B(ιf (s)k
(ζl,t)) = B(kδl,h−3zh−3,t−s−1) = 0,
L
f
(s)
k
(hl,t) = B(ιf (s)k
(hl,t))− ιf (s)k B(hl,t)
= B(δk,lψ0,t−s)− (2t+ 1)hιf (s)k α
−1(hl,t)
= δkl((2(t− s) + 1)h− 2)ζ0,t−s − δkl(2t+ 1)hζ0,t−s
= −2δkl(sh+ 1)ζ0,t−s,
L
f
(s)
k
(fl,t) = B( ιf (s)k
(fl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈HH1+6(t−s)
) = 0,
L
f
(s)
k
(θl,t) = B(ιf (s)k
(θl,t))− ιf (s)k (B(θl,t))
= B(δl0α(fk,t−s))− ((2t+ 1)h+ 2 + l)ιf (s)k zl,t
= δl0(2(t− s) + 1)hfk,t−s − δl0((2t+ 1)h+ 2)fk,t−s
= −2δl0(1 + sh)fk,t−s,
L
f
(s)
k
(zl,t) = δl0B(fk,t−s) = 0,
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HH3+6s(A)-Lie derivatives:
We compute L
h
(s)
k
:
L
h
(s)
k
(ψl,t) = B(ιh(s)k
(ψl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
) + ι
h
(s)
k
B(ψl,t)
= ((2t+ 1)h− 2− l)ι
h
(s)
k
ζl,t = δk,nδl,h−3(2th+ 1)θh−3,t−s−1,
L
h
(s)
k
(ζl,t) = B(ιh(s)k
(ζl,t)) = δk,nB(δl,h−3θh−3,t−s−1)
= δknδl,h−3((2(t− s− 1) + 1)h+ 2 + h− 3)zh−3,t−s−1
= δknδl,h−3((2(t− s)h− 1)zh−3,t−s−1,
L
h
(s)
k
(hl,t) = B(ιh(s)k
(hl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
) + ι
h
(s)
k
B(hl,t) = (2t+ 1)hιh(s)k
α−1(hl,t)
= (2t+ 1)h(M−1α )lkψ0,t−s
L
h
(s)
k
(fl,t) = B(ιh(s)k
(fl,t)) = B(δklψ0,t−s) = δkl(2(t− s+ 1)h− 2)ζ0,t−s,
L
h
(s)
k
(θl,t) = B(ιh(s)k
(θ(t)l )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
) + ι
h
(s)
k
B(θl,t) = ((2t+ 1)h+ 2 + l)ιh(s)k
zl,t
= δl0((2t+ 1)h+ 2)hk,t−s,
L
h
(s)
k
(zl,t) = B(δl0hk,t−s) = δl0(2(t− s) + 1)hα−1(hk,t−s).
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HH4+6s(A)-Lie derivatives:
We compute L
ζ
(s)
k
:
L
ζ
(s)
k
(ψl,t) = Bιζ(s)k
(ψl,t)− ιζ(s)k B(ψl,t)
= δk,h−3δl,h−3B(α(fn,t−s−1))− ιζ(s)k ((2t+ 1)h− 2− l)ζl,t
= δk,h−3δl,h−3((2(t− s− 1) + 1)hfn,t−s−1
−((2t+ 1)h− h+ 1)fn,t−s−1)
= δk,h−3δl,h−3((−2s− 1)h− 1)fn,t−s−1,
L
ζ
(s)
k
(ζl,t) = Bιζ(s)k
(ζl,t)− ιζ(s)k B(ζl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= δk,h−3δl,h−3B(fn,t−s−1) = 0,
L
ζ
(s)
k
(hl,t) = Bιζ(s)k
(hl,t)− ιζ(s)k B(hl,t)
= δl,nδk,h−3B(θh−3,t−s−1)− (2t+ 1)hιζ(s)k α
−1(hl,t),
= δl,nδk,h−3zh−3,t−s−1((2(t− s− 1) + 1)h+ 2 + h− 3− (2t+ 1)h)
= δl,nδk,h−3zh−3,t−s−1(−(2s+ 1)h− 1),
L
ζ
(s)
k
(fl,t) = Bιζ(s)k
(fl,t)− ιζ(s)k B(fl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= lδk,h−3B(zh−3,t−s) = 0,
L
ζ
(s)
k
(θl,t) = Bιζ(s)k
(θl,t)− ιζ(s)k B(θl,t) = B((zlψk)t−s)− ιζ(s)k ((2t+ 1)h+ 2 + l)zl,t
= ((2(t− s) + 1)h− 2− (k − l))(zlζk)t−s − ((2t+ 1)h+ 2 + l)(zlζk)t−s−1
= (−2sh− 4− k)(zlζk)t−s,
L
ζ
(s)
k
(zl,t) = Bιζ(s)k
(zl,t)− ιζ(s)k B(zl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= B((zlζk)t−s) = 0.
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HH5+6s(A)-Lie derivatives:
We compute L
ψ
(s)
k
:
L
ψ
(s)
k
(ψl,t) = B ιψ(s)k
(ψl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ι
ψ
(s)
k
B(ψl,t)
= ((2t+ 1)h− 2− l)ι
ψ
(s)
k
ζl,t
= δk,h−3δl,h−3((2t+ 1)h− 2− (h− 3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=2th+1
α(fn,t−s−1),
L
ψ
(s)
k
(ζl,t) = Bιψ(s)k
(ζl,t) + ιψ(s)k
B(ζl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= δk,h−3δl,h−3B(α(fn,t−s−1))
= δk,h−3δl,h−3(2(t− s− 1) + 1)hfn,t−s−1
= δk,h−3δl,h−3(2(t− s)− 1)hfn,t−s−1,
L
ψ
(s)
k
(hl,t) = B ιψ(s)k
(hl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ι
ψ
(s)
k
B(hl,t)
= ι
ψ
(s)
k
α−1(hl,t)(2t+ 1)h
= δk,h−3δl,n(2t+ 1)hθh−3,t−s−1,
L
ψ
(s)
k
(fl,t) = Bιψ(s)k
(fl,t) + ιψ(s)k
B(fl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= lδk,h−3B(θh−3,t−s−1)
= l((2(t− s− 1) + 1)h+ 2 + (h− 3))δk,h−3zh−3,t−s
= l(2(t− s)h− 1)δk,h−3zh−3,t−s−1,
L
ψ
(s)
k
(θl,t) = B ιψ(s)k
(θl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ι
ψ
(s)
k
B(θl,t)
= ι
ψ
(s)
k
zl,t((2t+ 1)h+ 2 + l) = (zlψk)t−s((2t+ 1)h+ 2 + l),
L
ψ
(s)
k
(zl,t) = Bιψ(s)k
(zl,t) + ιψ(s)k
B(zl,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= B((zlψk)t−s) = ((2(t− s) + 1)h− 2− (k − l))(zlζk)t−s.
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HH6+6s(A)-Lie derivatives:
B acts on θl,t, ψl,t and hl,t by multiplication with its degree and taking
the preimage under ιθ0 . On zl,t, ζl,t and fl,t, B acts by zero. Since the spaces
U , U∗, K and K∗ are zk-invariant and z
(s)
k has degree k − 2sh, Lz(s)k acts
on θl,t, ψl,t and hl,t by multiplication with k − 2sh and taking the preimage
under ιθ0 and multiplication with z
(s)
k , and on zl,t, ζl,t and fl,t it acts by zero.
We have the following formulas:
L
z
(s)
k
(ψl,t) = (k − 2sh)(zkζl)t−s,
L
z
(s)
k
(ζl,t) = 0,
L
z
(s)
k
(hl,t) = (k − 2sh)α−1(hl,t−s),
L
z
(s)
k
(fl,t) = 0,
L
z
(s)
k
(θl,t) = (k − 2sh)(zkzl)t−s,
L
z
(s)
k
(zl,t) = 0.
Appendix A. Correction to [ES2]
We want to make a correction to the HH2(A) ∪ HH2(A)-computation
in [ES2]: the calculation of HH2(A) ∪ HH2(A) in [Eu2, Subsection 16.2]
shows that the bilinear form on K is given by the matrix Mα, defined in
[Eu2, Subsection 15.2.]. This is a general computation which also applies to
quivers of type A. But the results in [ES2] suggest that the bilinear form on
K is given by a matrix different from Mα which is incorrect.
I verified that the matrix Mα from HH1(A) ∪HH2(A) in [ES2] correct,
therefore the result of HH2(A) ∪HH2(A) is wrong: similarly to the com-
putation in Subsection 9.3.1 of this paper, you can calculate the matrix Mα
by using the derivative of HA(t). Then you get (by labeling the A-quiver as
in [ES2])
Mα = h

2 −1 0 · · · · · · 0
−1 2 . . . . . . ...
0
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 −1 2 −1
0 · · · · · · 0 −1 2

−1
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for type A2n+1 (and also Dn, En) and
Mα = h

2 −1 0 · · · · · · 0
−1 2 . . . . . . ...
0
. . . . . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 −1 2 −1
0 · · · · · · 0 −1 3

−1
for type A2n which are exactly the same results as in [ES2].
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